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The American Friends Service helped us find a small house in Boyle Heights, another minority ghetto, in
downtown Los Angeles, now inhabited briefly by a few hundred Terminal Island refugees. Executive
Order 9066 had been signed by President Roosevelt, giving the War Department authority to define
military areas in the western states and to exclude from them anyone who might threaten the war effort.
There was a lot of talk about internment, or moving inland, or something like that in store for all Japanese
Americans. I remember my brothers sitting around the table talking very intently about what we were
going to do, how we would keep the family together. They had seen how quickly Papa was removed, and
they knew now that he would not be back for quite a while. Just before leaving Terminal Island Mama
had received her first letter, from Bismarck, North Dakota. He had been imprisoned at Fort Lincoln, in an
all-male camp for enemy aliens.
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Papa had been the patriarch. He had always decided everything in the family. With him gone, my
brothers, like councilors in the absence of a chief, worried about what should be done. The ironic thing is,
there wasn’t much left to decide. These were mainly days of quiet, desperate waiting for what seemed at
the time to be inevitable. There is a phrase the Japanese use in such situations, when something difficult
must be endured. You would hear the older heads, the issei, telling others very quietly, “Shikata ga nai”
(It cannot be helped). “Shikata ga nai” (It must be done).
Mama and Woody went to work packing celery for a Japanese produce dealer. Kiyo and my sister May
and I enrolled in the local school, and what sticks in my memory from those few weeks is the teacher—
not her looks, her remoteness. In Ocean Park my teacher had been a kind, grandmotherly woman who
used to sail with us in Papa’s boat from time to time and who wept the day we had to leave. In Boyle
Heights the teacher felt cold and distant. I was confused by all the moving and was having trouble with
the classwork, but she would never help me out. She would have nothing to do with me.
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This was the first time I had felt outright hostility from a Caucasian. Looking back, it is easy enough to
explain. Public attitudes toward the Japanese in California were shifting rapidly. In the first few months
of the Pacific war, America was on the run. Tolerance had turned to distrust and irrational fear. The
hundred-year-old tradition of anti-Orientalism on the West Coast soon resurfaced, more vicious than ever.
Its result became clear about a month later, when we were told to make our third and final move.
The name Manzanar meant nothing to us when we left Boyle Heights. We didn’t know where it was or
what it was. We went because the government ordered us to. And, in the case of my older brothers and
sisters, we went with a certain amount of relief. They had all heard stories of Japanese homes being
attacked, of beatings in the streets of California towns. They were as frightened of the Caucasians as
Caucasians were of us. Moving, under what appeared to be government protection, to an area less directly
threatened by the war seemed not such a bad idea at all. For some it actually sounded like a fine
adventure.
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Our pickup point was a Buddhist church in Los Angeles. It was very early, and misty, when we got there
with our luggage. Mama had bought heavy coats for all of us. She grew up in eastern Washington and
knew that anywhere inland in early April would be cold. I was proud of my new coat, and I remember
sitting on a duffel bag trying to be friendly with the Greyhound driver. I smiled at him. He didn’t smile
back. He was befriending no one. Someone tied a numbered tag to my collar and to the duffel bag (each
family was given a number, and that became our official designation until the camps were closed),
someone else passed out box lunches for the trip, and we climbed aboard.
I had never been outside Los Angeles County, never traveled more than ten miles from the coast, had
never even ridden on a bus. I was full of excitement, the way any kid would be, and wanted to look out
the window. But for the first few hours the shades were drawn. Around me other people played cards,
read magazines, dozed, waiting. I settled back, waiting too, and finally fell asleep. The bus felt very
secure to me. Almost half its passengers were immediate relatives. Mama and my older brothers had
succeeded in keeping most of us together, on the same bus, headed for the same camp. I didn’t realize
until much later what a job that was. The strategy had been, first, to have everyone living in the same
district when the evacuation began, and then to get all of us included under the same family number, even
though names had been changed by marriage. Many families weren’t as lucky as ours and suffered
months of anguish while trying to arrange transfers from one camp to another.
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We rode all day. By the time we reached our destination, the shades were up. It was late afternoon. The
first thing I saw was a yellow swirl across a blurred, reddish setting sun. The bus was being pelted by
what sounded like splattering rain. It wasn’t rain. This was my first look at something I would soon know
very well, a billowing flurry of dust and sand churned up by the wind through Owens Valley.
We drove past a barbed-wire fence, through a gate, and into an open space where trunks and sacks and
packages had been dumped from the baggage trucks that drove out ahead of us. I could see a few tents set
up, the first rows of black barracks, and beyond them, blurred by sand, rows of barracks that seemed to
spread for miles across this plain. People were sitting on cartons or milling around, with their backs to the
wind, waiting to see which friends or relatives might be on this bus. As we approached, they turned or
stood up, and some moved toward us expectantly. But inside the bus no one stirred. No one waved or
spoke. They just stared out the windows, ominously silent. I didn’t understand this. Hadn’t we finally
arrived, our whole family intact? I opened a window, leaned out, and yelled happily. “Hey! This whole
bus is full of Wakatsukis!”
Outside, the greeters smiled. Inside there was an explosion of laughter, hysterical, tension-breaking
laughter that left my brothers choking and whacking each other across the shoulders.

Making Meanings
It Can’t Be Helped
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First Thoughts
1. Which of Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston’s experiences surprised you? What other feelings did you have
about her story?

Shaping Interpretations
2. How did this firsthand account add to what you knew about this period of American history? (Check
your Quickwrite notes.) Be sure to share responses with your classmates.
3. The writers have tried to recapture a child’s point of view of the events. What part of “the big picture”
didn’t Jeanne understand as a child? Does this autobiography strike you as being honest, even though it
might have been painful to write? Explain.
4. What can we infer from the anecdote on page 6 of the selection, when Jeanne’s mother smashes the
good china?
5. What do you think is the tone of the title “It Can’t Be Helped”? Find details that suggest how the
writers feel about these events.

Connecting with the Text
6. How do you think you would have felt if you had been in the Wakatsuki family and had been sent to an
internment camp? What do you think would have helped you get through?

Extending the Text
7. Which do you think is better: living in a community of people like yourself—people of the same
ethnic, racial, or religious background—or living among people of all kinds mixed together? Talk in a
small group about how you feel.
8. Another point of view about being a first-generation American is expressed in “Nisei Daughter” (see
Connections). What feelings does this speaker express about her mother and herself? Could these feelings
be extended to other national groups?
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